Information about our Airgun events.
Traveling with Airguns to Sweden
Sweden has a regulation in the law about airguns. It says that you need to have a permit to own and
use all type of airguns that has more power then 10 Joule at the muzzle.
This has caused a lot of trouble to sort out how people from other countries, that does not need a
permit for their airguns, can travel to Sweden and compete legally.
We have finaly found a solution for this problem.
For competitors that are planning on anticipating in the airgun events and have airguns that is more
powerfull than 10 Joule need to do whats mentioned below.
They need to have their police authority to write out a statement that they are allowed to own and
use their airguns without a permit in their country.
This statement must be enclosed with the application.
You only need to have one police officer to write this statement down and sign it and it will be
walid for that whole country.
Then they have to apply for a permission to convey firearms to Sweden, on the same way as for
your outher guns, and have it cleared with the coustom as well.
Since this information was not presented or known to us until now, the police officer in charge of
the permits for our competition, has agreed to handel all applications free of charge for all people
that already have applied for a permit for their firearms.
For the Nordic countries the same rules apply, you also have to get permits for your airguns on the
same way. This will allso be handled free of charge according to the police.

Rules
We will use the IMSSU airgun rules and distances that are in the 2013 IMSSU rule book.

Entry fee
The entry fee for each airgun event is 150 Sek. We will take up the registration and payment for this
event at the shooting range.

Prizes
Prizes will be awarded for each airgun event at the Award Ceremoni.
Hope many want to participate in our airgun events.
Best regards
Moritz Isaksson
Pressident, SMF

